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PHYSICS 

SECTION-I : SINGLE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 5 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

ONLY ONE is correct. 

1. The total energy stored in the system of capacitors as shown in the figure is 

 (1) 2136

7
CE   

 (2) 268

7
CE  

 (3) 234

7
CE  

 (4) 217

7
CE  

2. A charged particle is released from rest at a distance 5r from a uniformly charged thin long wire having linear 

charge density ‘’. If charge of particle is –q and its mass is m then speed of the charged particle at a distance 

3r from the wire is 
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3. Potential difference across the point A and B in the given circuit will be 

 

 (1) VA – VB = 8 V  

 (2) VB – VA = 8 V 

 (3) VB – VA = 2 V   

 (4) VA – VB = 2 V 

4. A circular loop of radius ‘l’ is placed in y-z plane. A time varying magnetic field 
2ˆ ˆ ˆ(13 7 3 )B t i tj k    is present 

in the space. Magnitude of induced e.m.f. in the loop as a function of time t is given by 

 (1) 17 l2t   

 (2) 28 l2t2 

 (3) 36 l2   

 (4) 26 l2t 

5. A long thin current carrying wire is bent in the form of letter V as shown in the figure. If current in the wire is I, 

then value of magnetic field at point P will be 
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   (4) Zero 
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SECTION-II : MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 2 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

more than one answer may be correct. 

6. Select the incorrect statement among the following. 

 (1) A charged particle can’t move along the electric line of force 

 (2) A charged particle always move along the electric line of force when released from rest 

 (3) A charged particle may move along the electric line of force 

 (4) Two electric line of force can’t intersect 

7. A charged particle having charge q and mass m is projected from origin with speed v at some angle  with 

positive y-axis in y-z plane. In this space a uniform magnetic field 
0

ˆB B j  exist. Which of the following is 

correct for the subsequent motion of charged particle? 

 (1) It’s x-coordinate can never be positive 

 (2) It’s x and z-coordinate can’t be zero simultaneously 

 (3) It’s z-coordinate can be negative 

 (4) It’s y-coordinate is proportional to square of time of flight 

SECTION-III : PARAGRAPH TYPE 

This section contains a paragraph. Based upon this paragraph, 2 multiple choice questions have to be answered. 

Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4), out of which ONLY ONE is correct. 

An ideal ammeter and two ideal voltmeters are connected in an electrical circuit as shown in the figure. 
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8. Reading of ammeter is 

 (1) 4 A   (2) 
40

A
7

 

 (3) 
68

A
7

   (4) 
45

A
12

 

9. Reading of voltmeter V1 is 

 (1) 28 V   (2) 18 V 

 (3) 12 V   (4) 8 V 

SECTION-IV : ASSERTION-REASON TYPE 

This section contains one assertion-reason type question, which has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

ONLY ONE is correct. 

10. A : An -particle and a deutron is projected into a uniform magnetic field with equal momentum 

perpendicularly, then both particles with follow circular path of equal radius. 

 R : Work done by magnetic field in rotating the charged particle is zero. 

 (1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 

 (2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A) 

 (3) (A) is true but (R) is false 

 (4) (A) is false but (R) is true 

SECTION-V : MATRIX MATCH TYPE 

This section contains 1 Matrix Match type question, which has 2 Columns (Column I and Column II). Column I has 

four entries (A), (B), (C) and (D), Column II has four entries (P), (Q), (R) and (S). Match the entries in Column I with 

the entries in Column II. Each entry in Column I may match with one or more entries in Column II.  

For each entry in Column I, tick the boxes of all the matching entries in Column II. For example, if entry (A) in 

Column I matches with entries (P) & (S) in Column II, then tick the boxes (P) & (S). Similarly, tick the boxes for 

entries (B), (C) and (D).  
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11. A parallel plate capacitor is charged with the help of a battery. After charging for a long time battery is 

disconnected and a dielectric slab is inserted in the space between the plates. Match the changes taking place 

given in column II with the quantities given in column I. 

 Column I  Column II 

(A) Charge on the plates (P) Increase 

(B) Potential difference between the plates (Q) Decrease 

(C) Capacitance of the capacitor (R) Remains unchanged 

(D) Electric field in the space between the plates (S) Will change 

 

CHEMISTRY 

SECTION-I : SINGLE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 5 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 
ONLY ONE is correct. 

12. In a compound, atoms A forms ccp lattice and atoms B occupies 2/3rd of the tetrahedral voids. The formula of 

compound will be 

 (1) A2B   (2) AB2 

 (3) A3B4   (4) A4B3 

13. Unit of molar conductivity is 

 (1) S cm/mol   (2) S cm–2/mol 

 (3) S cm2/mol   (4) S cm–1 

14. Bronze is an alloy of 

 (1) Copper and silver   (2) Copper and zinc 

 (3) Iron and tin   (4) Copper and tin 

15. The correct order of increasing oxidising power in the following species is 

 (1) 
– 2–
4 2 7 2MnO Cr O VO    (2) 

2– –
2 2 7 4VO Cr O MnO    

 (3) 
2– –

2 7 2 4Cr O VO MnO    (4) 
– 2–
4 2 2 7MnO VO Cr O   

16. Number of lone pair(s) of electrons on Xe in XeF2, XeF4, XeO2F2 respectively are 

 (1) 3, 2, 2   (2) 1, 2, 3 

 (3) 3, 1, 2   (4) 3, 2, 1 
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SECTION-II : MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 2 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

more than one answer may be correct. 

17. Which of the following is/are correct statements? 

 (1) t1/2 for the second order reaction is inversely proportional to the initial concentration of the reactant 

 (2) t1/2 for the first order reaction is half of the time taken for the completion of 75% of the reaction 

 (3) Acid catalysed hydrolysis of ester is an example of pseudo first order reaction 

 (4) For first order reaction, unit of rate of reaction is sec–1 

18. Positively charged sol(s) among the following is/are 

 (1) Methylene Blue sol   (2) Congo Red sol 

 (3) Haemoglobin   (4) Gelatin 

SECTION-III : PARAGRAPH TYPE 

This section contains a paragraph. Based upon this paragraph, 2 multiple choice questions have to be answered. 

Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4), out of which ONLY ONE is correct. 

When a solution does not obey Raoult's Law over the entire range of concentration, then it is called non-ideal 

solution. The vapour pressure of such a solution is either higher or lower than that predicted by Raoult's Law. If it is 

higher, the solution exhibits positive deviation and if it is lower, it exhibits negative deviation from Raoult's Law. The 

cause for these deviations lie in the nature of interactions at the molecular level. 

19. Which of the following mixtures show negative deviation? 

 (1) CHCl3 + C6H6    

 (2) C2H5OH + H2O 

 (3) CH3COCH3 + C2H5OH   

 (4) CH3OH + H2O 

20. Which of the following is incorrect regarding a solution showing positive deviation from Raoult's Law? 

 (1) H > 0    

 (2) S < 0 

 (3) V > 0    

 (4) G < 0 
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SECTION-IV : ASSERTION-REASON TYPE 

This section contains one assertion-reason type question, which has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

ONLY ONE is correct. 

21. A : [Fe(CN)6]4– is diamagnetic whereas [Fe(H2O)6]3+ is paramagnetic. 

 R : Both [Fe(CN)6]4– and [Fe(H2O)6]3+ are octahedral complexes. 

 (1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 

 (2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A) 

 (3) (A) is true but (R) is false 

 (4) (A) is false but (R) is true 

SECTION-V : MATRIX MATCH TYPE 

This section contains 1 Matrix Match type question, which has 2 Columns (Column I and Column II). Column I has 

four entries (A), (B), (C) and (D), Column II has four entries (P), (Q), (R) and (S). Match the entries in Column I with 

the entries in Column II. Each entry in Column I may match with one or more entries in Column II.  

For each entry in Column I, tick the boxes of all the matching entries in Column II. For example, if entry (A) in 

Column I matches with entries (P) & (S) in Column II, then tick the boxes (P) & (S). Similarly, tick the boxes for 

entries (B), (C) and (D).  



22. Match the compounds given in column I with the properties given in column II. 

 Column I  Column II 

(A) SF6 (P) Central atom is sp3d2 hybridized 

(B) BrF5 (Q) Square pyramidal 

(C) XeOF4 (R) 1 lone pair on central atom 

(D) XeF6 (S) 90° bond angle 
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BIOLOGY 

SECTION-I : SINGLE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 6 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

ONLY ONE is correct. 

23. Which of the following is not true for hydrophily? 

 (1) All aquatic plants use water for pollination  

 (2) Pollen grains are protected by mucilaginous covering 

 (3) Vallisneria being hydrophilous, have unwettable stigma 

 (4) Zostera show hypohydrophily 

24. An angiospermic plant has 48 chromosomes in its megaspore mother cell. What will be the number of 

chromosomes in polar nuclei and secondary nucleus respectively? 

 (1) 24, 12   (2) 48, 24 

 (3) 24, 48   (4) 12, 24 

25. During transformation experiment, F. Griffith injected mice with mixture of R II strain and heat killed S III strain 

of Streptococcus pneumoniae and mice died because of pneumonia. The most suitable reason of the mice 

being dead is 

 (1) R-strain bacteria already had virulence factor 

 (2) S-strain bacteria became alive in mice body 

 (3) Absorption of transforming substance by R II bacteria from heat killed S III bacteria 

 (4) R-strain died in mice body 

26. Antibodies cannot be employed for 

 (1) Detection of cancers 

 (2) Diagnosis of AIDS 

 (3) Active immunisation 

 (4) Prevention of erythroblastosis foetalis 

27. A spermatid which has 23 chromosomes is formed after completion of meiotic division. Its immediate precursor 

cell has 

 (1) 46 chromosomes   (2) 23 chromosomes 

 (3) 92 chromosomes   (4) 44 chromosomes 
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28. A person can protect himself/herself from contracting a completely incurable infection like    A    by using a 

barrier like     B   . 

 Here A and B respectively are 

 (1) Syphilis, vault 

 (2) Hepatitis-B, diaphragm 

 (3) Genital herpes, condom 

 (4) Gonorrhoea, cervical cap 

SECTION-II : MORE THAN ONE ANSWER TYPE 

This section contains 3 multiple choice questions. Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

more than one answer may be correct. 

29. Biocontrol refers to the use of biological methods for controlling plant diseases and pests. Select the correct 

statements given below w.r.t. biocontrol agents 

 (1) Use of biocontrol agents is a conventional method to eradicate the pests by using mild chemicals 

 (2) The Ladybird, and dragonflies are useful to get rid of aphids and mosquitoes respectively 

 (3) Baculoviruses are pathogens that attack insects and other arthropods 

 (4) B. thuringiensis is bacteria used to make genetic engineered plant Bt cotton which is not resistant to 

caterpillar larvae 

30. Choose the correct statement(s). 

 (1) Skin is a critical anatomic innate immune barrier against pathogens. 

 (2) Lymphocytes undergo clonal expansion and differentiation into effector cells in primary lymphoid organs. 

 (3) Heightened anamnestic response to a pathogen is based on property of ‘memory’ of the immune system. 

 (4) Spleen is a lymphoid organ which acts as a reservoir of erythrocytes. 

31. RNAi is a technique used to prevent the expression of mRNA and is a method of cellular defence in eukaryotic 

organisms. Such a method can be employed for/as 

 (1) Therapeutics to silence endogenous as well as heterologous gene expression 

 (2) Downregulating infections caused by viruses which utilise RNA during replication 

 (3) Identifying the function of a specific protein coded by a gene in a cell 

 (4) Amplification of a gene by introducing dsDNA into the host 
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SECTION-III : PARAGRAPH TYPE 

This section contains a paragraph. Based upon this paragraph, 2 multiple choice questions have to be answered. 

Each question has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4), out of which ONLY ONE is correct. 

XY type of sex determination is seen where both male and female have same number of chromosomes. Among 
the males an X-chromosome is present but its counterpart is distinctly smaller and called the Y-chromosome. 
Females, however have a pair of X-chromosomes. Both males and females bear same number of autosomes. 
Hence, the males have autosomes + XY, while females have autosomes + XX. In human beings and in Drosophila 
the males have one X and one Y chromosome, whereas females have a pair of X-chromosomes besides 
autosomes. 

In both XO type and XY type sex determination, males produce two different types of gametes, (a) either with or 
without X-chromosome or (b) some gametes with X-chromosome and some with Y-chromosome. Such types of 
sex determination mechanism are designated to be the example of male heterogamety. In some other organisms, 
e.g., birds a different mechanism of sex determination is observed. In this case the total number of chromosomes 
is same in both males and females. But two different types of gametes in terms of the sex chromosomes, are 
produced by females, i.e., female heterogamety. 

32. Male heterogamety 

 (1) Is shown in human beings but not in Drosophila 

 (2) Can be seen in Drosophila as female produces two different types of eggs 

 (3) Can be observed in many animals including human as male produces two types of gametes 

 (4) Always refers to production of two types of sperms with different sex chromosomes 

33. Many animals such as birds 

 (1) Show male heterogamety 

 (2) Involve production of two types of eggs 

 (3) Have different number of chromosomes in male and female 

 (4) Produce one egg without any sex chromosome 

SECTION-IV : ASSERTION-REASON TYPE 

This section contains one assertion-reason type question, which has 4 choices (1), (2), (3) and (4) out of which 

ONLY ONE is correct. 

34. A : Both LH and FSH attain peak level in the middle of menstrual cycle in a normal female. 

 R : The positive feedback exerted by estrogen on LH and FSH during the entire follicular phase causes the 
release of these gonadotropins from posterior pituitary leading to their surge at mid cycle. 

 Choose the correct option. 

 (1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 

 (2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A) 

 (3) (A) is true but (R) is false 

 (4) (A) is false but (R) is true 
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SECTION-V : MATRIX MATCH TYPE 

This section contains 1 Matrix Match type question, which has 2 Columns (Column I and Column II). Column I has 

four entries (A), (B), (C) and (D), Column II has four entries (P), (Q), (R) and (S). Match the entries in Column I with 

the entries in Column II. Each entry in Column I may match with one or more entries in Column II.  

For each entry in Column I, tick the boxes of all the matching entries in Column II. For example, if entry (A) in 

Column I matches with entries (P) & (S) in Column II, then tick the boxes (P) & (S). Similarly, tick the boxes for 

entries (B), (C) and (D).  



35. Match the column I with column II. 

 Column I  Column II 

(A) Nucleosome (P) Densely packed DNA 

(B) Histones (Q) Loosely packed DNA 

(C) Heterochromatin (R) Are/contains positively charged proteins   

(D) Euchromatin (S) Contains basic amino acids  
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ANSWERS 

1. (1) 

2. (3) 

3. (4) 

4. (4) 

5. (1) 

6. (1, 2) 

7. (1, 3) 

8. (3) 

9. (3) 

10. (4) 

11. A – R 

 B – Q, S 

 C – P, S 

 D – Q, S 

12. (3) 

13. (3) 

14. (4) 

15. (2) 

16. (4) 

17. (1, 2, 3) 

18. (1, 3) 

19. (1) 

20. (2) 

21. (2) 

22. A – P, S 

 B – P, Q, R 

 C – P, Q, R 

 D – R 

23. (1) 

24. (3) 

25. (3) 

26. (3) 

27. (2) 

28. (3) 

29. (2, 3) 

30. (1, 3, 4) 

31. (1, 2, 3) 

32. (3) 

33. (2) 

34. (3) 

35. A – R, S 

 B – R, S 

 C – P, R, S 

 D – Q, R, S
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HINTS & SOLUTIONS 

 

1. Answer (1) 

 Equivalent circuit 
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7

 
   
 

e
C C  

 2136

7
U CE  

2. Answer (3) 

 
 Loss in potential energy = Gain in kinetic energy 

   21

2
q V mv    
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3. Answer (4) 

 Current in 2  resistance is 3 A 

 Applying Kirchhoff’s law 

   VA – 2 × 3 – 5 + 12 – 3 × 1 = VB 

  VA – 6 – 5 + 12 – 3 = VB 

  VA – VB = 2 V 

4. Answer (4) 

 e.m.f. induced | |
d

dt


   

   ( )
d

B A
dt

    2ˆA l i   

    2 213
d

l t
dt

    

   = 26 l2t 

5. Answer (1) 

 
1 2mtB B B   
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2 2 (sin90 sin45 )
4 / 2
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6. Answer (1, 2) 

 Charged particle may or may not move along the electric lines of force. 
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7. Answer (1, 3) 

 

 Path of the particle will be a helix of uniform pitch. 

8. Answer (3) 

 Equivalent circuit is 

 

 
1 2

I I I   

 
40 40

7 10
   

 
68

A
7

  

9. Answer (3) 

 2
1

4
6 6 12 V

2 2

I
V       

10. Answer (4) 

 Radius of circular path depends on the projection speed, charge and mass of charged particles. 

11. Answer A(R); B(Q,S); C(P,S); D(Q,S) 

 Capacitor is isolated 

 So charge remains constant 

 ,  Increase
 


K A

C
d

 

   
Q

Q CV V
C

 

 ,  Decrease 
Q

V
KC

 

 ,  Decrease
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12. Answer (3) 

 A = N 

 
2

B 2N
3

   (Number of tetrahedral voids = 2 × Number of atoms making the lattice) 

 So, 
4

A : B = N : N
3

 

  Formula of the compound is A3B4. 

13. Answer (3) 

 m
1000

Molarity


   

 So, unit of m  is S cm2/mol. 

14. Answer (4) 

 Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin. 

15. Answer (2) 

 Due to the increasing stability of the lower species to which they are reduced. 

16. Answer (4) 

  

17. Answer (1, 2, 3) 

 • For nth order reaction, t½  a1–n [a is the initial concentration] 

 • For first order reaction, t¾ = 2t½ 

 • For first order reactions unit of rate of reaction is mol L–1 s–1. 

18. Answer (1, 3) 

 Congo Red sol and gelatin are negatively charged sol and Methylene Blue sol and haemoglobin are positively 

charged sol. 

19. Answer (1) 

 CHCl3 + C6H6 shows negative deviation 

 

2 5 2

3 3 2 5

3 2

C H OH H O

CH COCH C H OH  show positive deviation

CH OH H O

 


 
 

 

20. Answer (2) 

 For ideal as well as non-ideal solutions, S > 0. 
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21. Answer (2) 

   

22. Answer A(P, S); B(P, Q, R); C(P, Q, R); D(R) 

SF6 : 

 

BrF5 : 

 

XeOF4 : 

 

XeF6 : 

 

  

23. Answer (1) 

 Not all aquatic plants use water for pollination such as water lily is an insect pollinated plant. 

24. Answer (3) 

 MMC (2n) = 48 chromosomes 

 Polar nuclei (n) = 24 chromosomes 

 Secondary nucleus (2n) = 48 chromosomes 

BIOLOGY 
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25. Answer (3) 

 Virulence factor transferred from heat killed S-strain to R-strain and made it virulent. 

26. Answer (3) 

 Active immunisation involves the administration of antigens either live or killed. 

27. Answer (2) 

 The immediate precursor cell of a spermatid is a secondary spermatocyte which has 23 chromosomes. 

28. Answer (3) 

 Hepatitis B, genital herpes and HIV infections are completely incurable as they are viral infections. 

 Use of condoms has increased in recent years due to its additional benefit of protecting the user from 

contracting STI's and AIDS. 

29. Answer (2, 3) 

 Biocontrol agent is an unconventional method and does not involve the use of chemicals. 

 Scientists have introduced B. thuringiensis toxin genes into plants. Such plants are resistant to attack by insect 

pests such as caterpillar larvae. 

30. Answer (1, 3, 4) 

 The secondary lymphoid organs provide the sites for interaction of lymphocytes with the antigen, which then 

proliferate to become effector cells. 

31. Answer (1, 2, 3) 

 Viruses replicating through dsRNA intermediates are potential inducers of PTGS (Post transcriptional gene 

silencing). RNAi is a method of gene silencing and not amplification. 

32. Answer (3) 

 Male heterogamety refers to the production of two types of sperms that may or may not have different sex 

chromosomes. 

33. Answer (2) 

 Birds show female heterogamety i.e. female in them produces two type of eggs having different sex 

chromosomes Z and W. 

34. Answer (3) 

 Low estrogen levels exert negative feedback for LH on anterior pituitary but high levels of estrogen exert 

positive feedback leading to LH surge followed by ovulation. 

35. Answer A(R,S), B(R,S), C(P,R,S), D(Q,R,S) 

 Nucleosome consists of histone proteins rich in basic amino acids 

 Euchromatin – Loosely packed DNA 

 Heterochromatin – Densely packed DNA 

 Chromatin is a complex of DNA and histones. 
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